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1.0 VISION FOR NORTHEASTERN ONTARIO’S DIGITAL STRATEGY

As your Three Year Strategic Plan and Marketing Plan makes clear, it’s time to embrace change.

This digital strategy keeps in line with the main recommendations and goals of the Strategic Plan, 
and makes clear how those recommendations have been modified and why.

The main difference is the use of content repurposing, from sub-regions and DMOs within 
NeONT as well as from NorthernOntario.travel, and the use of locals instead of influencers as 
the primary means of creating useful content.

We’re also recommending two organizational changes that will have a positive impact on the 
perception of NeONT and its position as the regional leader for tourism.

The first is to fully adopt the organizational structure presented in the addendum of the Three Year 
Strategic Plan. We agree with this structure, and believe it will allow for effective delegation and 
allow some breathing room for your staff. To implement the Strategic Plan as well as the Digital 
Strategy while building industry acceptance is no small feat. Our recommendation is that the 
workload and task assignment be tracked closely and checked on a monthly basis.

The second is to adopt a stance of “gentle annoyance” and “generous enthusiasm.” As you are 
a new organization, making sure people notice and pay attention to you is important. When 
speaking with operators and industry, highlight the positive and take ownership whenever possible. 
Reinforce this through regular and open communication and you’ll find you’ve answered their 
questions before they get asked. 

Throughout the sections of this document, we’ve prefaced the detailed recommendations with a 
“key idea(s)” statement at the top to allow for easy review throughout the coming months. 

We are ready to support the implementation of this digital strategy for the next six months, and 
we are very much looking forward to this. If reports need to be modified, content calendars need 
to be adapted, and/or budgets need to shift, we will be here to work with you and ensure that this 
plan can be applied within your constraints. 

Here’s to a bright digital future for the tourism industry in Northeastern Ontario!

http://www.northernontario.travel/northeastern-ontario/
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2.0 CONTENT ROADMAP

As outlined in the graph above, there is a preferred path for NeONT to move consumers from 
awareness of your destination to your operators. Essentially, our best bet for success is to lure 
people to your website from Facebook with useful, relevant, and entertaining content. From your 
website, we’ll pass them to the Meridian booking engine or to one of your operators. 

Third party content — meaning anything that NeONT itself did not create — can include any of the 
following (and more):

• Blog Posts About NeONT on Other Sites

• Tweets

• Facebook Posts

• Instagram Pictures

• YouTube or Vimeo Videos

• TripAdvisor Reviews

• Yelp! Listings

KEY IDEA: Take Your Consumers from Facebook, To Your Website, Then to Operators.
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3.0 STYLE GUIDE FOR CONTENT AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Adopting the right style for your content and social media posting can be the difference between 
engaging your audience and falling flat. There are a few general rules that apply to content and 
social media creation and some specific ones geared to NeONT. 

General Guide for Content and Social Media

• Spelling and grammar is that much more important when you only have 140 characters to 
express an idea. 

• Use language appropriate to your audience. Know their jargon and use it appropriately.

• Give credit whenever sharing someone else’s content

• Be friendly and enthusiastic. 

• Don’t address politics or religion. Being funded by the government means that you must not 
endorse any political party directly or espouse particular political views. 

• Consider how you portray any group, race, gender, or religion in your content. Don’t rely on 
stereotypes. This includes photos and videos.

• Don’t censor anyone without a good reason.

• That being said, don’t hesitate to delete and ban anyone who is verbally abusive.

• Don’t try to exploit tragedy or politically charged events.

Northeastern Ontario’s Guide for Content and Social Media Style

• Incorporate your brand into your content whenever possible — consider calling your blog 
section the BIG Blog.

• All content should prominently showcase the FB Share, Tweet, and Google+ buttons to allow 
for people to spread your message. 

• The outbound links you include in content are very important. Always try to link to fulfillment: 
an operator site, a booking engine, a DMO, municipality or other organization that can provide 
useful, reliable information. 

• Although the focus is social, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) should not be ignored. Use 
specific names for places, business, and experiences. Take the time to fill out metatags, write 
useful page descriptions, add alt-tags for images, rename picture filenames so they are human 
readable, and try to create strong contextual hyperlinks (i.e. hyperlink short phrases that 
include your keywords and provide clues to the user where the link will lead).

• Use images whenever possible, and incorporate custom graphics into your posts.

• Create a balance between the entertaining and informative on your social channels.

• Share content from your operators, partners, cities and DMOs on your social channels 
regularly.

KEY IDEAS: Reverse Engineer Content from Your Call-To-Action. Share the Spotlight on Social Media
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4.0 POST, PAGES, AND MICROSITES

KEY IDEAS: Produce New Content Regularly, and Keep Static Content Up to Date.

Your new website will use the Wordpress Content Management System (CMS). One of the 
features of this CMS is the ability to easily add and edit Blog Posts as well as edit the semi-static 
Pages of your site.

Pages, like the landing page for your meetings and conventions section, make up the base of your 
site. This is content that will likely remain the same or change very little over the course of the year.

While much of the content marketing strategy will involve adding and editing Blog Posts, it is 
important to realize that even static Pages, such as a list of conference venues throughout the 
north, need to be updated on a regular basis to stay fresh and to ensure that they continue to 
deliver what the audience is looking for.

We are generally against the use of microsites separate from your main site. These microsites 
are expensive and reduce overall SEO effectiveness. Aggregating your consumer traffic in one 
site—including special landing pages—will strengthen the SEO value of the entire site, paint a 
complete picture for your consumers, and rally stakeholders around large increases in traffic. 

Supporting the recommendations of your Agency of Record, we believe it will strengthen your 
brand to merge the RideTheNorth site, brand, and Facebook page with your main brand. This will 
mean discontinuing those sites and incorporating the content into your existing site.

• Choosing which posts to boost is crucial. These posts should be linked to your main markets 
for a given season: Fish, Hunt, Motorsports, Outdoors. They should generally promote “lure” 
content that is most likely to result in a click to an operator, your website or your booking 
engine, and they should always promote your own official brand channels.

• We believe Northeastern Ontario should maintain its own brand presence on TripAdvisor. It 
should be updated to match your new brand, and shoule be used on your website and in e-mail 
marketing. It should be updated quarterly.
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5.0 CONTENT ACQUISITION

KEY IDEAS: Use Local Content Creators to Impart Authenticity and Authority to Your Content. 

While your Strategic Plan calls for the use of “influencers” to be your third party content creators, 
we believe that you should be using local “advocates” to create content and effectively market your 
region.

There are four reasons for this:

1. The majority of your tourism is from within your region, and local advocates will appeal to this 
market. 

2. Results from influencer campaigns generate similar traffic as local advocate campaigns, but 
cost much more.

3. Global travel trends indicate that visitors from outside your region value local knowledge.

4. OTMPC and your advertising partners in the media would be better positioned to connect you 
with influencers while absorbing the significant cost of bringing them to the region. 

We’ve based the breakdown of content by your marketing pillars. It’s possible to break this down 
even further based on the recommendations by PKF, but a simple approach is likely better until 
there is more traffic to the site. 

We’re happy to adapt this approach if the focus is determined to be on high-yield non-VFR 
consumers rather than your whole tourism market. In fact, we’ve built the ability to make this 
change into your content calendar so that you can adapt your approach as your focus changes.

Based on this, we’re recommending two main sources of content: 1) in-house articles that focus 
on list, resources, and events; and 2) local advocate articles that focus on four pillars (excluding 
Meetings and Conventions). The content from your local advocates should focus on highlighting 
your tourism products and operators. Content can include videos, audio, interviews, lists, blogs, 
feature articles, itineraries, graphics and more. 

Your content calculator (see Section 6.0) can also accommodate the influencer approach. But 
balancing influencer-created articles coming from OTMPC and media partners with in-house 
resources and local advocate reports will yield the best results. 

The NorthernOntario.Travel portal is an important resource and should continue to be leveraged, 
and showcased to your stakeholders as part of the work you do in creating awareness for the 
destination generating useful leads.

The distinction we recommend making between the portal and the content on your new website is 
this: the portal should house a balance of resource articles and content by influencers aimed at the 
Pleasure Vacationers market originating outside of the region, while your website should focus on 
content created by local advocates as well as some resource/list content.
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6.0 CONTENT CALENDAR

KEY IDEA: Align your Mix of Content With Your Marketing Pillars

The Content Calendar is a spreadsheet that allows you to plan out what content to post on your 
site on a week to week basis. The version we’ve created for you allows you to balance the total 
amount of content based on your budget and the hours you can allocate to it, as well as breaking 
the volume into your five pillars by percentage of focus as spelled out in your strategic plan.

Aside from the semi-static “pages,” your blog posts will drive much of the traffic to your operators. 
As such, we’ve designed the content calendar to target content to the markets that result in the 
highest spend.

However, we acknowledge that organizational priorities, especially the notion of “fairness” to your 
stakeholders, may dictate covering each sub-region equally. If that is the case, it’s quite simple 
to segment your content development by season and marketing pillar. Until your content creation 
strategy is firmly in place it’s not useful to segment the content by sub-region. 

Two specific considerations warrant mention as we develop the ideal content calendar:

1. Sudbury CMA has offered to share their content on your blog, if they are given access to 
reporting about the performance of that content. This frees up resources to cover the other 
areas in a more balanced way. 

2. Boating has been identified in your Strategic Plan as a key activity in your region, second only 
to “outdoors” activities. Creating content for this activity should be a significant part of your 
motorsport mix. 

To accompany your content calendar, we’ve created a tool specifically for NeONT. The Content 
Marketing Calculator will allow for you to determine, based on your available budget, how many 
pieces of content to create for each market, and the amount of staff hours required.

The exact mix of content will depend on staff resources and budget allocated. Use the 
Content Marketing Calculator (see Section 6.0) to determine the volume of content once 
you have established a budget. We would recommend no more than 25% of the content for 
NortheasternOntario.com to be derived from the Northern Portal, with the ideal being closer to 
10%. Too much content from other sites will decrease your search engine rank and the amount of 
organic traffic we expect you to generate from original content.

Influencers and Local Advocates should know that creating content for the tourism market should 
always center around a strong call-to-action: an easily indentifiable and buyable tourism product for 
which there are links throughout the content. 

“Influencers” should have at least 1000 followers on Facebook, 500 on Twitter, 200 subscribers on 
YouTube and/or 2000 followers on Instagram.
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7.0 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

KEY IDEA: Make it Easy For Event Attendees to Plan Other Activities

As festivals are a big part of one of the pillars of your strategic marketing plan, the completeness of 
event listings on your calendar is important. Good listings with useful information are hard to come 
by, and using it to help travelers associate other activities and/or appropriate accommodations 
while attending events can lead to higher yields. Working with the districts to ensure that they 
submit events to you will be very important.

Like all the content you create, the presentation of the information is key. Event listings on your site 
need to have all available resources in one place. At a minimum this needs to include:

Much of this will be dependent on how your site is implemented. We will be happy to review this 
criteria with you when the site launches. 

The Content Marketing Calculator takes into account all time required for coming up with ideas 
for content, soliciting content authors and creators, managing author relationships, editing content 
(including photos and videos), posting content, writing headlines, developing an appropriate call-to-
action, and finally promoting content through social channels. Anything outside of this is calculated 
in hourly estimates in the Budget and Staff Resources Section.

• Date

• Time

• Location

• Website

• Phone Number

• Photos from Previous Events

• Videos

• Links to Local Accommodations, 
Restaurants

• Related Content (blog posts, itineraries for 
region, etc)

• Social Media Aggregation Whenever 
Possible (using event specific hashtags)
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8.0 OPERATOR LISTINGS

KEY IDEA: Your Operators Listings Need to be Comprehensive

As this is one of the most important sections of your website, and one of the ways in which the 
organization shows a return on investment, operator listings need not only be complete, but 
exhaustive and well laid out. 

The following is the minimum that should be included in your operator listing:

9.0 SOCIAL MEDIA AND EMAIL MARKETING

KEY IDEAS: Expand your Spend on Social Media. Share More Third Party Content. Test and Refine Promotions. 

Northeastern Ontario is about to become a brand publisher. By creating informative and 
entertaining content you will showcase your tourism experiences in an engaging and highly 
shareable way. But you will need to get this content in front of an audience first.

Part of the work will be done for you by Google and other search engines, and part will be done by 
your agency of record driving traffic to your website.

The rest of the work will done by building an audience and sharing content on Facebook and a few 
other social media platforms, most notably Twitter and Google+. 

In a recent exhaustive study by Contently, an overwhelming 90% of content sharing happened 
on Facebook, with Twitter and Google+ falling into distant second and third. Combine that with 
Facebook’s massive audience and you’ve got a powerhouse for sharing content. 

Spending more on Facebook than on traditional Google AdWords or on banner ads on 
related sites is justified because of the ability to target very specific groups of people. Each pillar 
should have its own targeted ad group on Facebook to which it should promote content, with the 
exception of Fish/Hunt which can maintain its own page and market that content exclusively. 
We’ve included a budget for boosting content on Facebook in your Content Marketing Calculator. 

We’re also recommending testing and refining promotions in general. In the simplest terms this 
means: try a few different things and analyze which works best. 

• Name

• Website

• Phone Number

• Address

• Meridian Packages Associated with 
Them

• Social Media Accounts

• Blog Posts Associated with Them 

• Photos and Videos of their Business
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Starting April 2015, we recommend that you test drive the following four promotion schedules on 
Facebook:

1. 4 posts a week: 2 content posts, 2 fun posts

2. 4 posts a week: 2 content posts, 2 partner posts

3. 2 posts a week: 1 content post, 1 partner post

4. 2 posts a week: 1 content post, 1 fun post

This will allow you to make a couple of important discoveries relatively quickly. Does your audience 
prefer 2 or 4 posts a week? Does your audience prefer partner posts, or fun posts, and finally, does 
your audience prefer more content or more fun posts?

It’s our belief that your audience can bear up to 4 posts a week, but that you will need to use 
“dark posts” that don’t appear on your timeline to effectively promote all the content you’ll develop 
as well as keep you audience engaged. It’s important to keep them entertained, but if we can’t 
leverage them for traffic to your site, we’ll need to re-evaluate the importance of this audience (and 
determine what other platforms we will leverage to reach them).

For Twitter and Google+ apply the following tactics: 

1. Post all of your content on both platforms. 

2. Tag any organizations, business or partners who are mentioned or would be interested. 

3. Use your hashtag, as well as the CTC and OTMPC hashtags. 

For Facebook and e-mail marketing, try to give people a reason to join. Articles created explicitly 
for your e-mail subscribers will make them stay subscribers, and the same goes for Facebook. 
Although we had previously recommended against contests, we now see they can help you 
connect with your real audience, and eliminate fake likes.

Be “gently annoying” about getting operators, municipalities, DMOs, sub-regions, and non-
government organizations to use your hashtag. The more places it appears, the more likely you are 
to drive awareness of your destination. Be consistent in your reminders until your hashtag is being 
used regularly by your partners.

For e-mail marketing, it’s important to balance the goal of moving consumers to your website 
content, and ensuring that they are getting something useful. 

Create four e-mail marketing lists, and four distinct templates for them: Attractions and 
Festivals, Nature and Outdoors, Fishing and Hunting, and Motorsports and Touring. Each should 
have a design and graphics that appeal to that target market and it should rotate with the seasons.

E-mail marketing should include a balance of your content and third party content related to the 
market. Associating your region with popular stories from the internet will ensure that people stay 
subscribed to your e-mails. Don’t call them newsletters. 
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Example of e-mail marketing from PureWow.com

Excellent related articles layout

Truly useful content

The Call-to-Action is a contest designed to 
get more subscribers. PureWow knows that 
people forward PureWow e-mail marketing 

to their friends

http://www.purewow.com/ecs/10319.htm?sid=2280399&utm_medium=email&utm_source=recipe&utm_campaign=Bread_Head_2014_10_24&utm_content=Recipe_editorial
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Based on a review of your previous consumer-facing newsletter, we see the following opportunities 
for improvement:

• The design of the four templates could be given to your agency-of-record, if they are contracted 
to do your design work. Incorporating the “BIG” branding will be very effective here. 

• The current template is quite narrow: we would like to see a wider template to allow 
photography to be appreciated on wider, larger screens. 

• We’d also recommend that you focus on one piece of content per e-mail, with a few smaller 
photos at the bottom of your newsletter that link to other stories. This should make the call-to-
action for each e-mail quite clear.

• Overall, we’d like to see less text and a more conversational tone. It reads very much like 
a newsletter, and the style you should be emulating is more like a magazine. The Industry 
Newsletter should also adopt a more conversational tone, but does not need to focus on 
entertaining the audience. We want to encourage operators and partners to read the content by 
being less corporate, but ensure we’re still maintaining a professional tone.

• Finally, your aim of including social buttons in the e-mail should be to get people to share the 
content on their social networks, not join your channels. Including them at the top and bottom 
of your simplified e-mail will help. You should be able to use your ShareThis widget in your 
HTML e-mails to add another level to the social tracking coming from there. 

E-mail updates to your stakeholders are detailed in the Partnership Strategies Section. 

10.0 ONLINE TOOLS AND DATABASES

KEY IDEA: Use Online Tools to Track and Facilitate Your Work; Don’t Limit This to Digital Strategy

Effectively using online tools and databases will make work easier are more trackable. There are 
six online tools we recommend using to measure social media response, share content, determine 
customer behavior and keep track of and analyze staff work patterns. They are:

1. Mention - https://en.mention.com/

This tool will allow you to track any posts across the internet about your region. Setting up the tool 
to report on your cities, towns and related experiences will open up the world of third party content 
to you in an easy to digest format, and show off any news stories or trends you can leverage for 
increased traffic. 

2. Tint - http://www.tintup.com/

This tool aggregates social media posts from multiple social networks. Your web design firm has 
confirmed that they are building this into your website, but once you’ve purchased it you can 
embed it into microsites like RideTheNorth.com, the Portal, or ask influencers to embed it into 
posts on their own sites about your region. 

https://en.mention.com/
http://www.tintup.com/
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Using it will require that you actively encourage all partners to use your #NEontario hashtag 
whenever posting to social media about tourism related activities. But remember: this is not for 
industry communications, this is for consumers. 

Using this tool will give consumers visiting your site a window into all there is to see and do in 
NeONT. Because it brings news of third party content onto your site, it re-enforces your marketing 
message with a high degree of authenticity. 

Once you’re comfortable with the tool, it may be worth 
considering expanding your subscription to cover other 
hashtags, or use it to aggregate content from specific partners 
or around specific campaigns.

3. Feedgrabbr - https://feedgrabbr.com/

Feedgrabbr is an RSS news widget, which means that it 
can pull posts from your blog and display the images and 
headlines anywhere. It’s as easy to embed as a YouTube 
video.

It will allow partners to embed your content in their website. 
For example, Bill Steer could use it to embed a rotating list of 
his content on his own blog. When someone clicks one of the 
stories they’ll be taken to your blog. 

You’ll be able to choose what appears in each feed based on 
category, tag, author or almost any other criteria.

4. ShareThis - http://www.sharethis.com/

ShareThis is a social sharing widget. Essentially, it is the “share” buttons you’ll see throughout 
your website. The difference between this and any other social sharing buttons is that ShareThis 
includes powerful activity tracking data, e-mailed to you monthly, that will complement the reports 
you’ll generate from our templates. 

You will also be able to embed the sharing widgets 
in different sections around your website: including 
have a floating bar at the side that makes it easy for 
consumers to share your content wherever they are 
in the process of enjoying it. It integrates all major 
social platforms and includes scripts for sharing via 
e-mail.

5. Outbrain - http://www.outbrain.com/

Outbrain places links to your content on other 
related websites. If you’ve ever read a blog and 
seen the title “Related Content from Around the 
Web” at the bottom or side of the page (in the 

Example of an embedded RSS feed powered by Feedgrabbr

Example of a related link, powered by Outbrain, on a third party site

https://feedgrabbr.com/
http://www.sharethis.com/
http://www.outbrain.com/
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orange box in our example), this is where content promoted through Outbrain is seen. It appears 
almost as if it were the content of the host site.

The traffic flows back to your website, and to your packages and operators, so it’s trackable and 
you get to claim the ROI. Outbrain’s network includes affiliated websites that are both specific 
enough to target your marketing pillars and yet broad enough to generate hundreds, if not 
thousands, of views to key content. Best of all, as you use the tool, your costs per click will come 
down as you begin to find sites that work especially well for distributing your content. Outbrain 
gives you access to audiences, including a sizeable mobile audience, you’d never reach otherwise.

We’ve incorporated the budget for spending with Outbrain into the cost of content in the Content 
Calculator. You should aim for one large campaign per quarter, assuming about $600-$1000 per 
campaign. 

6. Harvest - https://www.getharvest.com/

Harvest is a time tracking tool we’ve used in the past to help determine budgets for projects and 
watch staff performance and work allocation. 

Even though you’ve agreed on an organizational structure that we approve of, and believe will 
serve you well, we know that it is difficult to change habits. Having a tool that tracks time against 
projects and tasks will give insight into how well the changes are being implemented and if there 
are tasks that aren’t being accounted for. 

It costs $10/month per user, but it’s available on the web, as a plug-in for your browser, and as an 
app for your phone, so time tracking is as easy as possible and more likely to be done. 

Schedule a review of your timecards at the end of each month. It’s not about making sure people 
are working; it’s about making sure people are focusing on the right thing and identifying anything 
that is taking more resources than it should. 

We’d be happy to help you setup a project and task listing for your staff. 

7. Databases

We’re recommending the creation/updating of a central database for your organization, not only to 
keep track of contact information, but to drive projects and adoption rate of digital initiatives, and 
to ensure you have the data when you need it. You can’t predict all of the needs you’ll have for this 
information now, but you will have them. 

This database will track:

Operators

This can live either as an Excel sheet, Google Spreadsheet, or Access Database. You’ll want to be 
able to collect information here on whether or not they are partners, what type of business they are, 

https://www.getharvest.com/
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11.0 PHOTO AND VIDEO CONTENT RECOMMENDATIONS

KEY IDEAS: Leverage Video from Other Organizations, Brand Your Photos

We realize that NeONT has decided to leverage video content from other organizations rather than 
create its own, and we agree with this approach.

We are also aware that NeONT has a significant photo library and will develop photo content on an 
as-needed basis, rather than as part of its strategic marketing spending. 

Our two recommendations as they relate to Digital Strategy initiatives are:

1. Set aside a small budget for the editing of a few new 15 second ads for YouTube and promote 
those ads 

2. Develop an easy to use online image library, with your logo applied to all photos, for use by 
operators, stakeholders, and partners

3. We recommend using Flickr with all photos set to “All Rights Reserved.” You can then share 
the link to albums with partners and they can request the photos directly from you. This follows 
our recommendation to use open source whenever possible. Flickr allows you to embed 
slideshows into your industry page to show off your best photography, or create albums for 
specific types of photography

This allows for minimum spend, while still reaching the important audiences on YouTube who tend 
to have the highest click through rates of the major online marketing platforms.

what sub-region they are in, any information you have on rooms and any annual revenue reported 
(as long as they consent to this) as well as their adoption of four key online tools: TripAdvisor, 
Google Business (especially maps), Facebook, and Twitter. 

DMOs, Municipalities

This list can exist as a separate category within the larger Operators list, and should collect 
as much information as possible, including their adoption of Facebook and Twitter, as well any 
statistical information they can share with you.

Consumers

This database will likely be the same as your e-mail marketing list, which is acceptable, but you 
must collect as much information as you can about your visitors without annoying them, especially 
information on what kind of travel they are interested in. Creating niche e-mail marketing will help 
you improve your subscription and open rates. Until the website traffic improves, the main point 
of this database will be to collect information for future analysis and help with segmented e-mail 
marketing.

http://www.flickr.com
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12.0 PARTNERSHIP STRATEGIES – CTC AND OTMPC

KEY IDEA: Get the CTC and OTMPC to Share Your Content

The two larger partnership organizations haven’t done a great job of re-sharing content from 
Northeastern Ontario, and it’s time to make sure they do. 

For the CTC, use their hashtag whenever it makes sense. Compare your content against the 
kind they most often share and use the hashtag on content like that. They especially like local 
contributors, so get your local advocates and influencers to use your tag and the CTC tag on a 
regular basis as they create their content, especially when posting on a media trip.

With OTMPC, the relationship is more direct. Get to know their digital team and create a content 
sharing schedule that works for both of you. Remind them often to share your content, and use 
their hashtag as well to get their attention. Keep track of how often they share. Get them to 
embed your social channels in a sub-section of their website. Leverage them for large influencer 
campaigns. Negotiate content contribution from their influencers. 

Although it may be a substantial amount of work, getting your packages listed on OntarioTravel.
net is crucial, as is regularly updating the Northeastern Ontario section of their website. Pressing 
them for statistics about traffic for your section will help dictate how much effort to assign in 
maintaining those pages. 

http://www.ontariotravel.net
http://www.ontariotravel.net
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12.1 PARTNERSHIP STRATEGIES – ADVERTISERS

KEY IDEA: Get More From Your Media and Advertising Contracts

If you are spending any money on FAM tours, print ads, TV or radio ads, getting content from these 
outlets is a must, and asking them to leverage their social media to promote projects you’ve done 
together should be written into any contract. 

If you are spending money on advertisements that aren’t part of a media tour, you should ask 
them to agree to share key content with their social and e-mail audience at certain intervals. For 
example, if you were buying a 1 page ad in Cottage Life, ask them to share two articles of yours on 
their Facebook page over the course of the year as part of the contract.

12.2 PARTNERSHIP STRATEGIES - STAKEHOLDERS

KEY IDEAS: Lead Your Region Into Your Digital Future. Communicate often with Stakeholders via E-mail.

While older consumers plan way in advance, modern consumers plan as they go, often making 
arrangements for their trips en route or when they arrive. NeONT has many established channels 
to reach older consumers through print and consumer shows. It’s time to lead your region forward 
into the digital world.

For stakeholders, this means getting your operators on TripAdvisor and Google Business 
(especially maps) and for municipalities and DMOs this means getting them on Facebook and 
Twitter. 

The adoption rate by accommodations, restaurants, and attractions on TripAdvisor in your region 
should be 100%. In our database recommendations (section 10.0), we’ve advocated for keeping 
track of non-members as well as members with the expectation that non-members, one day, will 
become members. If you are successful in getting your operators to adopt these services, this will 
allow you to say to non-members that members are better represented online. 

Embedding TripAdvisor, Yelp, videos, and photos into operator listings makes it easy for consumers 
to find the info they’re looking for, and establishes NeONT as the authority for useful content about 
the businesses and tourism in your region.

We are aware that some municipalities and DMOs are more engaged than others. Breaking down 
the task so that it’s the responsibility of the sub-regional lead to get their operators on board is one 
way of reducing workload and creating an atmosphere of partnership in which you can share in the 
accomplishment of getting your region to go digital. 

The section of your site designed for your stakeholders should be update regularly with stories 
about successful projects that NeONT is responsible for or has participated in. E-mails to partners 
should include these stories, monthly reports, information on your print and consumer show 
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13.0 REPORTING — TEMPLATES AND METRICS

KEY IDEAS: Measure Traffic to Website. Measure Engagement on Facebook. Set Targets and Review in 1 year. Keep it Simple…For Now.

We’ve created an integrated template for both your Facebook and Website analytics with an ROI 
calculation that separates your tactics into three main groups: Awareness, Lure, and Fulfillment.

These reports are designed to focus your—and your stakeholders’—attention on the key top-
level metrics. Until more overall traffic and better engagement is achieved, deeper analysis and 
segmentation of metrics by pillar is not warranted. 

The main metrics for website traffic will be:

• Sessions (formerly Visits in Google Analytics)

• Click Through Rate

campaigns, information on how partners can get involved in these campaigns and information 
on product development when appropriate. Finally, operator interviews and highlights of your 
best partners are great things to highlight here. E-mail is the best way to communicate with your 
stakeholders.

There should be a simple form on the site for stakeholders to communicate with your 
organization: to provide feedback, indicate availability for media tours and fams, and opt-in for 
inclusion in product development projects. 

For municipalities and DMOs, the first step will be to catalogue the ones existing in your region, 
highlighting the partners, and ensuring that they are all present on social media. The next step will 
be to create a sharing network in which they know to pay attention to the content you’re creating 
and re-share it. This could be highlighted when getting your stakeholders to start adopting your 
brand (window stickers, badges on websites, etc).

You will use your database to measure adoption rates for the online resources consumers use 
most often in trip planning; TripAdvisor, Yelp!, Google MyBusiness, Facebook and Twitter, along 
with having their packages uploaded to the Tourism Partners site. Essentially, this will be a column 
in the database that indicates YES or NO to adoption of these tools. Publish these rates in your 
dashboard reports to highlight the work you’re doing to improve the digital presence of the region.

At a certain point, some operators will need to be called and convinced one-on-one; we have 
accounted for this in the time alloted in the “Trip Advisor” and “Industry Communications” sections 
in the hour/week breakdowns below (Section 15.0).
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13.1 REPORTING — PERFORMANCE TARGETS

KEY IDEA: Until You Have Your New Website And Establish Baseline, Don’t Establish Lofty Targets

These targets should be subject to review once the new brand and creative platform and website 
are fully launched and integrated.

This section will be reviewed and expanded once the reporting templates have been accepted and 
implemented. 

Between now and April 1st, 2015

• Maintain all traffic and engagement levels

• Set baseline for Click Through Rate

April 1st, 2015 – October 31st, 2015

• Increase Traffic from 2.8k month to 6k a month. 

• Lower bounce rate to 50%.

• Increase Click Through Rate by 5% (relative to baseline)

• Time on Page (shows engagement)

• Bounce Rate

• Traffic from Social Media

The main metrics for social engagement will be:

• Number of Facebook Posts Per Month

• Likes, Shares and Comments (aggregated)

The main metrics for ROI will be:

• Total Annual Digital Budget, Averaged Monthly

• Awareness: Total of All Visits and Facebook Reach, Divided by Monthly Budget

• Lure: Total of All Engagement (Likes, Comments, Shares and Pageviews) Divided by Monthly 
Budget

• Fulfillment: Clickthrough to Fulfillment Site or Booking Engine, Divided by Monthly Budget

The main metrics for leadership are:

• TripAdvisor Adoption by Operators

• Facebook and Twitter Adoption by DMOs and municipalities

See the Appendix for the template of your main report. 
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14.0 BOOKING ENGINES

KEY IDEA: Meridian May Not Be The Best Booking Engine; Maybe You Don’t Need One.

We feel strongly that in the digital age it is not possible for an RTO (or many destination marketing 
organizations) to compete with technological know-how and marketing dollars for presence in the 
“booking engine” market. Sites like Booking.com (the #1 booking site in the world,) Expedia.
com, Hotels.com, AirBNB.com, and the chain hotels websites make it nearly impossible to break 
through the competing noise. 

Add to this the complexity of using the Meridian system (or any other, for that matter) for lodges 
and resorts, and NeONT faces a situation where, even if their booking engine of choice worked 
well, was easy to use, and could be effectively marketed to consumers, it would never “own” all of 
the bookings because operators can sign up directly with the above mentioned sites.

We realize it’s important to show a direct link between money spent and money received, but the 
value of marketing tactics is equally important. Operators are not capable of creating awareness 
of your destination. This is something only your organization can do effectively; Expedia is never 
going to be the best at marketing Northeastern Ontario. 

We feel it’s time to move away from this resource intensive function, focus on delivering 
trackable leads to operators, and acknowledge that a major function of the organization is to 
create awareness of the destination. Your highest volume market does not need a booking engine, 
although they may still appreciate unique packages.

Focusing on getting your operators into the digital world, where they can be found on the multiple 
sites that consumers look at to make decisions will yield more results for the resources allocated.

When the Digital Strategy for Northern Ontario was written, it assumed a much faster pace of 
adoption than was made explicit. Given the pace of change of the tech industry vs. the pace of 
change in the tourism industry in Ontario, we believe it’s best to partner and leverage the work and 
marketing efforts of larger, more tech-savvy organizations in the private sector.

If your organization feels that you do require a booking engine, there are three others that warrant 
consideration (but should be thoroughly analyzed and tested before implementation):

• Increase Facebook Engagement (not necessarily number of followers)

• Increase Return on Investment for Awareness, Lure and Fulfillment (relative to baseline)

October 31st, 2015 – April 1st, 2016

• Reset Targets

• Evaluate Effectiveness of Digital Strategy

• Create Plan for Reallocation of Funds and Resources for Digital in 2015/16

http://Booking.com
http://Expedia.com
http://Expedia.com
http://Hotels.com
http://AirBNB.com,
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http://www.jackrabbitsystems.com/

http://www.rezopia.com/

http://www.arestravelinc.com/ 

After speaking with a number of DMOs, aRES is the leader with one crucial flaw: it only transacts 
in American dollars. However, it can do the conversion to CAD in the shopping cart for our 
consumers. It will show as USD on their credit card statement. We will likely be recommending the 
same system to the City of Sudbury.

Sudbury is considering other options for their booking engine, and there are solutions that bypass 
the TICO requirement. You would be well-advised to work in concert with them, as they are a 
valuable partner. Passing on the benefits of this relationship to the other districts would show great 
leadership and increase trust and respect throughout the industry.

Lastly, if you are committed to continuing with Meridian, we want to provide you with some 
useful recommendations. These would apply to almost any booking engine listed above, including 
opting-in to promoting listings on a booking engine site you do not directly control but could 
negotiate a partnership with (like Booking.com or Expedia). 

As the Meridian booking engine is the final purchasing step for consumers, it’s crucial that the 
presentation of information is perfect. The first thing that must be in place is complete information, 
including photos, videos, and links to related content. If you’re going to compete with the bigger 
booking engines, you need to have as much information about your operators as they do. 

You’ll also need to ensure that the system is functioning as quickly as it can, as people can very 
easily change their mind at this point. The system needs to be intuitive: as easy to use as an 
iPhone, so that anyone can understand what they need to do next, or how they can explore other 
options.

Finally, the overall aesthetics of how your booking engine looks will have an impact on whether 
or not consumers feel like they can rely on your information and complete the sale. You’re not 
selling sweaters and underwear: you’re selling a high-ticket item that also consumes time, which 
may have even higher value than the money they’re spending. In some cases with your Meridian 
booking engine, the fonts don’t match the rest of the site, the padding around text is off, the icons 
are not self-explanatory and the “visit website” and “view maps” buttons are not aligned. 

While we’ve seen good improvement since the Meridian system first launched, and we don’t want 
to abandon the good work you’ve done so far, you will need to offer consumers something different 
than what they get from other major booking engines. 

With that in mind, we feel it’s best to lead with the unique packages you can offer, highlighting them 
on your landing pages, and leave the cutthroat world of hotel discounts to your secondary pages. 
We’re available to consult on whichever approach you choose.

http://www.jackrabbitsystems.com/
http://www.rezopia.com/
http://www.arestravelinc.com/
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15.0 BUDGET AND STAFF RESOURCES FOR DIGITAL STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

KEY IDEAS: Reallocate Funds Strategically in 2015/16. Track Staff Time with Online Tools. 

We’re supportive of the board-approved staffing plan from the Strategic Plan Addendum. Much 
of the work related to the digital strategy will take place under the Digital Content staff position. 
However, the communication with partners and industry specific sections of the website will likely 
be done by your remaining staff, and that is equally important work. 

We’ve created a Content Marketing Calculator (Section  6.0) that accounts for both the time 
and money it takes to create and promote content regularly. As such, we’re not indicating tasks 
associated with content acquisition, creation and distribution in our estimates below.

As you’ll be repurposing content from multiple sources and promoting content other than your own 
on your social channels, we’ve assigned some hour commitments to these tasks to help you better 
decide how to break this work down. 

In order to ensure that staff is able to complete their tasks as assigned, and the assumptions about 
the most efficient breakdown of work are correct, we strongly recommend a time-tracking app for 
your staff. Harvest is one of our favourites (www.GetHarvest.com): it works on desktops, has a 
browser plugin and has a free iphone app as well.

Task Weekly Time Commitment 
(hours)

Coordinator

Reports and Distribution 1 Digital 
Trip Advisor/Local Apps Adoption 1* Partnership

Industry Communication (e-mail, industry section of site) 4** Marketing and Communications
Repurposing Portal Content (assuming 1 story a week) 2 Digital
Content Management for NeONT Site Blog Posts TBD Digital
Social Media (non-content sharing tasks) 4 Digital
Portal Content Posting 7 Digital
Event Calendar Management 2 Digital
Operator Listings .5 Partnership
Meridian Listings and Package Creation TBD Partnership
Content Management for Pages 1 Digital
E-mail Promotion to Consumers 1 Digital
Media Fam Coordination TBD Digital

Table 1

* This allocation is for the task of 
getting operators on board with 
TripAdvisor etc.

** This is the allocation for sending 
newsletters with the information about 
joining Trip Advisor, Yelp!, Google 
MyBusiness and any information on 
how to set them up.

http://www.GetHarvest.com
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Based on your Digital Content Budget for 2014/15, we’re recommending a modest decrease for 
2015/16, but a shift in focus for the spend. 

Digital Content Budget 2014/15 2015/16
Website $60,000 $25,000
Digital Content Marketing $36,000 $60,000

Paid Online Advertising (SEO/SEM/Social)* $10,500 $40,000
Online Tools (Tint, Mention, Feedgrabber, Harvest) $0 $10,000
TOTAL $106,500 $135,000

Table 2

The work of finding local advocates, collecting content from them and promoting this content, and 
even sourcing and repurposing content from the Northern Portal could be outsourced if need be. 
Your strategic plan supports this kind of recommendation. 

You could hire one firm to handle all of this, or hire multiple firms to handle each of your pillars, or 
you could keep all the work in-house and deal with the local advocates and perform content and 
social media management directly. The benefit to using your in house resources means that you 
will have a much clearer understanding of how the content fits with your operators, partners and 
stakeholders. You’ll also develop the skills of your staff.

The danger of outsourcing is that larger content marketing organizations will not focus closely 
enough on the specifics of your brand message and marketing priorities, and the smaller ones may 
not have the skills. You will need to produce some content in-house as your staff will likely have the 
most relevant knowledge about some subjects. 

There are three options. Our recommendation is #3. If you choose option 1 or 2, we’ll work with you 
to help you implement them over the next six months:

1. Engage a qualified content marketing firm to handle your entire content marketing project. The 
firm Contently might be a qualified company for this volume of content and breadth of topics.

2. Hire four content management firms, one for each pillar, and each with access to your social 
media and e-mail marketing lists. Have them work with local advocates and influencers with an 
appropriate division of your budget to cover applying the recommendations in this report.

3. Run everything in house and, after approving or modifying your Digital Strategy budget, 
evaluate if extra staff is required.

* Paid Online Advertising: Google Ads, Facebook Ads, Facebook Boosted Posts, YouTube 
TrueView Campaigns and Twitter Promotions. DOES NOT INCLUDE BANNER ADS (which 
we generally do not recommend because of their low clickthrough rate)

https://contently.com
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16.0 SCHEDULE
KEY IDEA: Prepare for an Increase in Focus on Digital. Major Shift in April of 2015.

Daily Tasks

• Monitor social media for mentions of NeONT cities, attractions, and sub-regions

• Respond to social media comments

• Post and manage new content on social media and on NeONT blog, including events calendar

• Review and update operator listings

Monthly Tasks

• Create and distribute dashboard reports to board and staff

• Staff review of time tracking info from Harvest

• Review and update Content Calendar

• Update industry blog and send e-mail newsletter to operators

• Boost Facebook content posts to targeted niches

December 2014 to March 2015

• Either hire Content Management firm(s) or develop contracts with local advocates based on 
budget allocation

• Review and sign off on staff time allocation for Digital Strategy activities (section 15.0 in this 
report)

• Increase social media participation, especially Facebook

• Develop new e-mail promotion templates

• Complete Content Calendar for April 1st, 2015 – October 1st, 2015

• Create MOU for content sharing agreement with City of Sudbury

• Implement and become comfortable with Mention online tool

• Review databases against recommended uses and data collection

• Add columns to databases to track operator adoption of: Trip Advisor, Google MyBusiness, 
Yelp!, Facebook, Twitter and Package Submission to Tourism Partners. 

• Complete TripAdvisor and Google MyBusiness Review by April 1st, 2015. 

• Work with OTMPC to determine a content sharing schedule

• Set baselines once new website is launched

• Review Meridian, decide whether or not to continue with it
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17.0 SOURCE DOCUMENTS AND RESEARCH

This is a list of sources used to support the recommendations in this report.

• Three Year Strategic Plan and Marketing Plan for Northeastern Ontario Tourism

• Strategic Plan Addendum

• Northeastern Ontario Website Analysis March 2014

• Tourism Northern Ontario’s (TNO) Product Development Strategy

• TNO’s Six Research Papers from Research Resolutions and Consulting

• Destination Next: Strategic Road Map for the Next Generation of Global Destination Marketing

• Skift’s “The State of Travel” 2014

• Contently’s Study of Content Sharing

• TripAdvisors Insights 2014

• Northeastern Ontario Northern Portal Analytics

• NortheasternOntario.com Analytics

• RidetheNorth.com Analytics

• NeONT and Hunt and Fish Facebook Statistics

• NeONT’s MailChimp Reports

April 2015 to April 2016

• April 1st, 2015 – Review Time Tracking to Date, reassign tasks based on efficiencies and skill 
sets; efficiencies meeting 

• April 2015 – Set traffic and engagement targets based on traffic baselines from website launch

• April 1st, 2015 - Launch new content campaign with local advocates.

• April 1st, 2015 – June 1st, 2015 – Implement and become comfortable with FeedGrabbr and 
Tint

• June 2015 – Complete TripAdvisor adoption campaign

• June 2016 – Begin Facebook/Twitter adoption campaign

• June 1st, 2015 – Begin first Outbrain content campaign

• October 31st, 2015 – Review targets and metrics, set new targets, implement 2nd stage of 
operator involvement (joining Facebook)
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